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Video recording eyewear

←Prepared 1 2 3 ... 13 Next→ Visit the help section or contact us At The Most Recent Top Reviews HKTDC.comAbout HKTDCMy HKTDCProductsServicesSuppliersPlease enter a valid keyword with 2 or more characters/numbers. Exporter, Manufacturer, Wholesale Exporter, Manufacturer, WholesalerAverage Response Time:N/AThis
label indicates a supplier's credibility and capabilities at 3 levels: Gold, Silver and Bronze.SUPPLIER INFO LAST UPDATED: August 31, 2020 ADVERTISING SINCE: May 20, 2012This glasses are equipped with a high quality camera that can be used for full 1080P HD recording. It features a fashionable/lightweight/comfortable/durable
frame. These half-rim sunglasses offer a new and easy way to incorporate in full 1080P HD quality. Unique design. For full 1080P HD video recording. Grilamid® TR90TM frames, the best frame materials. Video resolution: 1920 x 1080P 30fps Video format: MP4 H.264 Chipset: the best solution in the field. With vibrating warning function
to mention you when recording from full memory low battery at any time. It can record while charging and Easy to share any exciting moment with your friends and family with wifi, for Android, m iPad, and iPhone etc Perfect for outdoor sports photo by Deagreez via iStockVideo recording glasses used to be the coolest thing, until Google's
product, the Google Glass, was really horrible and overpriced. But, are video-recording glasses making a comeback? Facebook seems to think so. The company is linking with Ray Ban to create the version of the Google Glass, which it hopes will replace phones in the next 5 years. And while augmented reality glasses are still a few years
away for everyday consumers, camera glasses are here now, they're cheap, and they generally shoot images and videos. Granted, you might not be able to film your next dive with JOYCAM sunglasses, but you wear them on your next family vacation to capture moments you would otherwise miss. In anticipation of the year when no one
needs their phone anymore, we've lined up some cheap, practical video sunglasses that you'll be using in the meantime. Best camera goggles: JOYCAM Bluetooth 720P Camera Video Recording SunglassesThe best part about the JOYCAM, apart from the cheap price, is the aesthetics. Although some of the best camera goggles on this
list are a bit ostentatious, this pair is very under-the-radar. If I saw someone wearing these from a few feet away, I probably wouldn't know they were video-recording glasses. In addition to being able to record 1280x720HD video in AVI format with this, you also make calls via Bluetooth. The battery is built in and rechargeable, and you get
a full 2.5 hours of recording, or 10 hours of music/ from just one load. Finally, the lenses are polarized to protect your eyes from harmful UV rays. Pros from the JOYCAM JOYCAM Sunglasses: The camera is barely noticeable, so the aesthetics of the glasses is not ruined The lens are UV-protected polarized lens Built-in Bluetooth 64
degree wide angle camera 32GB external memory USB 2.0, so it is compatible with MAC OS and Windows products Can connect to headsets for calls Disadvantages of joycam video sunglasses: Can not livestream to social media No memory The JOYCAM Bluetooth 720P Camera Video Recording Sunglasses is available on Amazon for
$59.99.Best Camera Glasses : CAMAKT Bluetooth Glasses Now, the CAMAKT Bluetooth glasses weakness is pretty hard to hide, the camera is incredibly visible. But, this negative in appearance is also a positive for the video quality. You hi-def 1920x1080 resolution video with them record. These camera goggles also have a resolution
of 2592x1944 for photos, which are available in JPG format. The video capabilities of this camera are also impressive. It can record for a full 3 hours. Pros of camakt video sunglasses:1920x1080P video resolution 65-degree camera angle Long shooting time on any charge Compatible with iOS, Windows and Android polarized lenses
Disadvantages of CAMAKT video sunglasses: The camera is quite visible The CAMAKT Bluetooth Glasses is available on Amazon for only $59.99.Best Camera Glasses: ViView Latest G50-A WiFi Depending on your work, I never realize these are video recording glasses. The camera is very small, and they seem to be the type of plastic,
thick rim glasses that are all the rage nowadays anyway. The ViView shoots 1920x1080p video and comes with built-in 32GB of memory. You'll also get a 120-degree wide-angle view with ViView video recording glasses, which is incredible for the price. These camera goggles can also run on one charge for 2 full hours and come with WiFi
connectivity. My favorite quality about these camera goggles, though, is that you don't need software to record video on them because you can install an app and livestream directly to it. They are also especially sneaky because you don't have to press buttons to start recording. These video recording glasses work as a touch screen. Pros
of viview video sunglasses:1920x1080P video resolution 120-degree camera angle Long recording time on any charge Can livestream to an app via WiFi cons of ViView video sunglasses:No waterproof No lighting, so you don't record memory The ViView Latest G50-A WiFi glasses is available on Amazon for $60.99.Best camera goggles
: KAMRE Full HD 1080P Sunglasses Camera The best quality of KAMRE's Full HD video sunglasses is durability , making it optimal for the outdoors. The glasses are made of rubber so you can bounce them a bit without consequences. These record 1920x1080p video and come with a 32GB SD memory card. They have a wide-angle
view of degrees and his to protect you while you fish, hunt, cycle or travel. Pros of the KAMRE video sunglasses:1920x1080P video resolution 65-degree camera angle Camera is not extremely noticeable Good recorded audio cons of kamre video sunglasses: The light to let you know you are recording can be irritating in low light No
Bluetooth No WiFi connectivity The KAMRE Full HD 1080P sunglasses camera is available on Amazon for $64.97.Best Camera : OHO Sunshine Video Sunglasses I believe the OHO video recording glasses are one of only two on this list that can be both men and women. Some of these glasses are so thick that they look strange on a
woman's smaller framed face. These video recording glasses are also waterproof. Plus, they come with a floating head wrap so you can take them on the lake, the ocean, or wherever you might get wet. They film in 1920x1080p resolution at 30fps (the best of all these glasses). It also has a built-in 32GB memory card. The frames also
vibrate to let you know when you start and stop recording, so there is no need to mess with a nasty light indication. These glasses also come with interchangeable lenses, one in rose, silver and smoke. They also have 100% UV protected polarized lenses. Pros of the OHO Sunshine video sunglasses:1920x1080P video resolution Unisex
design Interchangeable lenses Waterproof 100% UV protection 32GB memory Cons from the OHO Sunshine video sunglasses: No Bluetooth No Bluetooth WiFi connectivity Only 1 hour of recording each load The OHO Sunshine Video Sunglasses is available on Amazon for $113.Best Camera Glasses: iVUE RinconFinally, we have our
most expensive camera glasses hd , the iVUE Rincon. Whatever these glasses want in style, they make for camera capabilities. These can record a 1080p resolution at 60fps with a 110 degree wide angle lens. It has built-in WiFi and comes with instructions for a mobile app for both Android and iOS. The app lets you change your video
and camera settings and send photos and videos directly to your social media accounts. The audio on these camera glasses is not too shabby either. Pros of the iVUE Rincon video sunglasses:1920x1080P video resolution with 30fps, or 1280x720p at 60fps Tiltable camera lens with 8MP Sony CMOS sensor Up to 128GB expandable Wi-
Fi connectivity compatible with Windows, Mac, Android and iOS cons of the iVUE Rincon video sunglasses:Chunky Only 1.5 hours of shooting on each charge Some design flaws, such as a rubber piece that covers the power and WiFi buttons, making it harder to use , while on your face The iVUE Rincon is available on Amazon for $169.
With neurona 1080P camera goggles, you can capture video and images in clear and clear HD 1080P resolution. 720P mode records on allowing for quick action shots. From its premium soft silicone body, reinforced plastic frame, and moisture-proof gaskets; The The design fits in all main sizes with comfort. Easy start/stop at the touch of
a button; The light on the frame and audio alerts ensure that you always know when the glasses are being recorded. Key features: High definition 1080p and 720p image quality. Take action-packed events at 60FPS making a smooth video! One Touch Operation! Capture everything with these hands-free recording glasses. No other
accessories needed! Professional quality with a modern design. One size fits all head sizes comfortably. Battery life - About 80 minutes supports high speed Micro SD Card Max 32GB (Class 6 or later) Remove the SD card or connect directly to a Windows or MAC computer to download recordings. Note: These are not wi-fi enabled, they
take offline on an 8GB Micro SD card (included, in the glasses). Shipping Note: Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii, Post Boxes and APO Addresses is not available for this Warranty item: 90 Days Woot Limited Warranty Pixels 12 MP Resolution 1920x1080P@30FPS; 1280x720P@60FPS Power Supply Embedded 660mAh Li-ion Battery Life Of
approximately 80 minutes of power consumption &lt;2.3W memory card supports high speed Micro SD card Max 32GB (Class 6 or higher) Field of view 63° VideoSize H.264 Operating Temp -5°C - 40°C Vibration Alerts Yes Physical Weight 74g Dimensions 170mm*48mm*170mm USB 2.0 (HS) Player KM Player; Fast time 7.6; Storm
2012; RealPlayer 11 Operating System Windows XP/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10/Mac OS 10.7 or higher In the Box: Neurona OpticHD 1080P 12MP Video Recording Eyewear Micro SD Card Carying Case Glass Cleaning Cloth Charging Cable Cable Cable Cable Cable Cable
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